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Abstract Libre (free, open source) software forges (sites hosting the development 
infrastructure for a collection of projects) have been stable in architecture, services 
and concept since they become popular during the late 1990s. During this time sev-
eral problems that cannot be solved without dramatic design changes have become 
evident. To overeóme them, we propose a new concept, the "networked forge", fo-
cused on addressing the core characteristics of libre software development and the 
needs of developers. The key of this proposal is to re-engineer forges as a net of dis-
tributed components which can be composed and configured according to the needs 
of users, using a combination of web 2.0, semantic web and mashup technologies. 
This approach is flexible enough to accommodate different development processes, 
while at the same time interoperates with current facilities. 
1 Introduction 
The libre (free, open source) software2 development community, considered as a 
whole, is one of the largest cases of informal, globally distributed, virtual organi-
zation oriented to the production of goods. Hundreds of thousands of developers 
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 In this paper the term "libre software" is used to refer both to "free software" (as defined by the 
Free Software Foundation) and "open source software" (as defined by the Open Source Initiative). 
(working for companies or as volunteers) share a large base of source code (hun-
dreds of millions of lines of code) and knowledge which they use to produce and im-
prove software producís. This collaboration has been possible only thanks to the in-
tensive use of Internet-based tools, currently offered mainly by development forges 
such as SourceForge. 
In fact, the dawn of libre software development communities is linked to the 
spread of the Internet. Since their startup, many development teams used Internet-
based tools for collaboration, and dissemination of the produced software. With 
the spread of the web they were integrated in 'project sites' which provided the 
infrastructure used for collaboration [7]. Around 1995 those sites provided mailing 
lists, download áreas, issue tracking, source code management (usually CVS), and 
static HTML pages with information and documentation about the project. 
During late 1990s and early 2000s some organizations started to offer those fa-
cilities to large collections of projects. The most known, and by far the largest of 
them, is SourceForge, established in 1999, but many others do exist. Many of them 
run different forks of the original SourceForge software, of which the most popular 
(specially for small sites) is GForge. In addition, large projects (GNOME, KDE, 
Apache, Eclipse, OpenOffice.org, Mozilla, etc.) maintain their own forges, usually 
with ad-hoc software, and similar systems are used as well in corporate environ-
ments for the development of non-libre software [3], 
The basic architecture and services of all these forges have evolved only slightly 
during the last decade, meeting many of the needs of development teams, and prov-
ing to scale well to the tens of thousands of projects, hundreds of thousands of de-
velopers, and hundred of millions of lines of code. However, they also show several 
problems, rooted in their incomplete adaption to the extremely distributed, interre-
lated and flexible nature of the libre software community. To fix them, we decided 
to rethink the concept of forge. 
2 Current forges and their problems 
The architecture of current forges is similar [8, 1], with the needed considerations 
for scale, which may lead to the use of computer farms in large cases. Their main 
components are a web server (as front-end), a web application (e.g., GForge, pro-
viding the specific services of the forge), an SQL datábase (persistent storage for 
non-massive elements) and some specific components (such as source control or 
mailing lists management). 
The web application provides services such as: information about projects and 
developers (including authentication), issue tracking, news and forums, wikis, 
scheduling services, and a common web interface to most of the functionality (in-
cluding downloads of code). In addition, specific components usually found accom-
panying this application are: a download manager, a source control management 
system (CVS, Subversión, etc.), and a mailing lists management system with archiv-
ing facilities. 
About one decade of intense use of these forges have uncovered several prob-
lems: 
• They are project-centric instead of developer- or user-centric. The service "uriif 
is the project, but both libre software developers and users are usually interested 
in many projects, hosted in several forges. 
• Monolithic approach. Each forge offers a fixed set of services, each implemented 
by a specific system, which impedes that each project chose the software they 
prefer for every service, and slows down innovation (only administrators can add 
new modules). 
• Isolation. For most practical purposes, each forge is isolated from others (even 
with federation facilities). 
• Poor integration. Each sepárate component offer its own user interface. 
• Lack of fine-grained coordination. Related elements in different subsystems are 
difficult to relate to each other (e.g., patch to fix a bug and its revisión in source 
code management repository). 
• Lack of support for views. A given project, or collection of projects, cannot offer 
múltiple views to users. 
• Little attention to collaborative knowledge sharing. Collaborative tagging, book-
marking and cataloguing, for instance, are missing. 
There are also some concerns related to the extreme concentration in the most 
popular forges. Some of them are becoming single points of failure and potential 
control for libre software development as a whole [4, 5]. Therefore, they become 
a critical infrastructure that has to be maintained and defended something which is 
intensive in human resources, and difficult to scale. 
A number of solutions to some of these problems have been proposed, either 
as improvements to existing forges, or as new systems (such as Launchpad), but 
they still remain open issues needing a comprehensive approach. In some reviews 
of future developments in the field [9], several scenarios that would address some 
of these problems are also described, but they do not propose detailed designs or 
implementations. 
3 The networked forge 
Given this situation, we found it reasonable to re-engineer the fundamentáis of 
forges, under the following main lines: aggressive distribution (services located in 
different sites); easy relocation (backup and restores interfaces that allow for quick 
recovering of a service at another location); user-centric scenarios (which allow de-
velopers and users to access easily all the services they need, despite the project to 
which they are related); fine-grained links between different services (so that de-
velopers can access related information easily); federation and presence in different 
forges (so that a project can be supported by several sites); relationship with up-
stream and related projects (even when residing in different forges); composability 
of independent elements; and fostering the development and sharing of innovative 
component. As an important side-target, we also wanted to maintain a high level of 
interoperability with legacy services, to easy the transition. 
Our proposal, the networked forge, is based on the idea of considering forges 
not as single sites providing a monolithic set of services to host projects as isolated 
silos of knowledge, but as a collection of distributed components providing services, 
among which knowledge is shared. Each project decides on its own customized 
set of services, and users can configure their own working environment. This idea 
matches that of mashups [6] or semantic web 2.0 applications [2], 
The main components of the architecture are (see figure 1): 
• Integrated services, specifically built to feet into the proposed framework. 
• Legacy systems, that have to be integrated in the networked forge. 
• Client components provide the user interfaces. 
• Connectors and adapters, connecting legacy components to the rest of the sys-
tem (connectors are used with those components providing a semantic, RDF-like 
interface, adapters with non-semantic components). 
• Aggregators, collecting RDF channels and processing them in several ways. 
• Locators, used as ñame services, allowing for the registration of specific compo-
nents. 
• Catalogues, in which components available for a certain community are regis-
tered. 
Several connectors or adapters can work with the same legacy service, providing 
different interfaces to it. Conversely, a given connector or adapter can work with 
several instances of the same kind of legacy service, providing the same interface 
to several sites. Client components can interact directly with the integrated services, 
with some semantic legacy services, and with connectors, adapters and aggregators. 
Aggregators can interact as well with all these components. 
The architecture imposes little limitations to where the different components may 
reside. Usually, legacy services will be hosted in different sites in the Internet. In-
tegrated services will also run somewhere in the Internet, but they could even be 
located in some cases in the user workstation. Client components will usually be 
hosted in some web server in the Internet, but will run in the user browser However, 
other combinations are possible: they could also run in servers and be visualized in 
web browsers, or reside in the client side, for instance as modules for an IDE. 
The communication between all the non-legacy components is performed with 
HTTP and WebDAV, with all the components providing RDF channels via REST 
interfaces. The architecture uses semantic web technologies for the exchange, han-
dling and querying of the data between the different components of a forge network. 
All connecting components feature a common REST interface, which simplifies 
composition. The information provided by the component is always an RDF chan-
nel, including semantic labeling, which is obtained via HTTR Aggregators act as 
filters, also accepting RDF channels as information. 
Components provide RDF channels, but no other interface intended for end users 
(such as HTML pages). Therefore, the user interface is usually provided in the client 
Fig. 1 General architecture. Clients, locators and catalogues are not shown to improve visibility. 
side. When the client application is a web browser, AJAX techniques are used to 
display the data in useful ways. In fact, the most natural way of producing an ap-
plication interface for a networked forge will be via a mashup (including those im-
plemented using Google Gadgets or Yahoo Pipes). But it is important to notice that 
any kind of application could interface to the system from the desktop, including 
for instance RDF client-side aggregators, or components for an IDE such as Eclipse 
plugins. 
Locators and catalogues are optional but important components. Both accept, at 
configuration or run time, information about the location of the different compo-
nents (that is, their url), and provide upon request that information (either for all the 
components registered, or for a certain subset of them fulfilling some property). 
Catalogues maintain information about available components to compose forges, 
while locators are configured to 'build' a networked forge: the components of the 
forge will be those registered with the locator. Therefore, components will be a part 
of several networked forges just by being registered with different locators. 
To be functional, the services offered by the components of the networked forge 
are integrated in flexible and diverse ways. This integration can be accomplished 
either in the server side (using aggregators) or in the client side (using mashups, 
standalone RDF aggregators, or plugins in an IDE). 
4 Implementing the concept 
We have implemented a first versión of the networked forge. A proof-of-concept 
setup using it is composed of several connectors and adapters to intégrate legacy 
components (GForge, Trac, Subversión, etc.), several widgets (using Google Gad-
gets technology) to implement a client-side application to access the networked 
forge, and several locators. Figure 2 shows a screenshot of this implementation. 
Fig. 2 Proof-of-concept networked forge. User interface implemented with Google Gadgets. 
Each widget reacts to changes in other widgets. For instance, the "My Vulcano" 
gadget (which shows a list of projects) controls the contení of the "Project Details", 
"Project Tickets", "Project's Wiki" and "SVN Log" widgets. Widgets can also be 
configured by the user, pointing them to different urls: "My Vulcano" widget shows 
a different list of projects if pointed to a different locator. 
The current implementation is written in PHP, Python and Java (standalone 
adapters or connectors on server side), and in JavaScript (client side adapters and 
connectors and gadgets logic). It is still minimalistic, but even so it shows the great 
potential of the concept of a networked forge. 
Other proof-of-concept scenarios mimic the functionality of a legacy multi-
project forge; the forge for a company, including its collaborations in libre soft-
ware projects; the forge for a software distribution, including the development of 
upstream (original) producís and their packaging activities; and a personal forge. 
5 Conclusions and further work 
Forges are an increasingly important tool for collaborative software development. 
However, the traditional model for implementing them has some shortcomings that 
we address with a new design: the networked forge. Networked forges allow for the 
easy integration of components residing in many different sites and administrative 
realms, while at the same time provide a great deal of flexibility. 
Given a networked forge infrastructure, users, developers, projects, companies 
and other actors can configure the forges they need, share their configurations, and 
select the exact services they prefer. Interoperability with legacy systems is a part 
of the model, as well as a seamless integration with many different client-side envi-
ronments, from web-based mashups to traditional IDE applications. The proposed 
architecture has been tested in proof-of-concept implementations. 
Some aspects of the design still remain open, while we explore several options 
for them. Security and authentication, for which we are studying single sign-on or 
common authentication infrastructure technologies, are two of them. Selection of 
ontologies for the exchange of information, and formats for specifying connections 
between components are also an open field. We are also developing more complete 
implementations in the context of the Vulcano and Qualipso projects. 
In summary, the networked forge is a concept that suits well the practices of 
the libre software development community, and can also be applied in other more 
traditional environments. 
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